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FEATURED TRIPS!
Peru: Inka and Their
Ancestors
With Professor Clark Erickson
June 9 – 24, 2017
From the Moche cities of the north to the
fabled Inka sites of the highlands, experience
the wealth of Peru’s archaeological past.
Caral, ChanChan, Ollantaytambo, and the
incomparable Machu Picchu all await, along
with an opportunity to fly over the enigmatic
Nazca Lines. A highlight will be joining the
director of the Chankillo project to view
summer solstice at this observatory built
2,300 years ago.

Ethiopia: The Wonders
of the Horn of Africa
With Dr. Luisa Sernicola
September 23 – October 7, 2017
Perched atop Africa’s highest plateau,
Ethiopians developed a written language and
a sophisticated culture based on a deep love
of religion. Our journey to this exotic land is
scheduled around the Meskel celebrations,
but no trip to Ethiopia would be complete
without visiting Gondar and Bahir Dar or the
famed rock-cut churches at Lalibela.

Dear Adventurers,
We hope you will enjoy
this, our spring newsletter,
where you will learn about the
excitement that awaits you with
Far Horizons! We work hard to
find new destinations and unique
itineraries to entice you and 2017
is no exception. Journey through
Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Albania and
Italy, and see no less than 11
UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Cruise through the Dodecanese
Islands of Greece with only eight others onboard a private 8-cabin yacht.
Uncover the history of the Etruscans through Italy. Spend Christmas in Oaxaca.
And back by popular demand: Guatemala’s Enduring Maya (including the Day
of the Dead kite flying festival), the Archaeology of Belize, and Bolivia.
Along with new itineraries, we have organized private entrée events that
are specially arranged only for Far Horizons’ groups: a private concert on one
of the historic organs in Oaxaca; behind the scene visits at museums; and
exposure to the latest findings by archaeologists at active excavations…and so
much more! Call our office today to request our trip brochures and learn of the
private experiences that await you!
People often ask what separates Far Horizons from other tour companies.
With over 35 years in the travel business and extensive first-hand knowledge of
our destinations, we are able to provide our clients with unparalleled individual
attention, starting with the first phone call or email until you return home, a
happy and enriched traveler. We carefully select PhD scholars as our study
leaders, renowned specialists who will inform, enlighten, entertain and delight.
Traveling with a maximum of 14 allows us to stay in elegant stylish hotels and
dine on creative cuisine in distinctive restaurants that do not cater to tour groups.
For your enjoyment, you can spread out in the buses we use, relish large rooms
even if you are a single, and savor close-up attention from our study leaders who
are with you from the first day of the tour until the last – 24/7. The yachts and
other vessels we charter offer exclusivity and luxury, and we never combine our
groups with other organizations. With our 85% return rate, we are proud that
our learning vacations offer a rich educational experience, the camaraderie with
fellow travelers who share like interests, and of course, a healthy dose of fun.
Join us and we promise you a trip of a lifetime!
				Happy travels!

		
		

Mary Dell Lucas
Founding Director

A Journey through Fabled Illyria:
Croatia and the Adriatic Coast

By Professor John France

Ours is a journey through Illyria, the ancient kingdom
which the Romans conquered in 167 BC. When Shakespeare
wanted a fabulous place for Twelfth Night he had his characters
shipwrecked on the Illyrian coast, but the reality is that this
place, poised between East and West, has always left its mark.
When the Roman Emperor Diocletian decided to retire he
created a Roman army camp in stone in the place we call Split,
strategically located where he could watch over the Eastern
and Western sections of the great Roman Empire. In the Middle
Ages, it was where Orthodox and Catholic Christianity met.
The Byzantine Empire claimed the whole area, but Slav tribes
moved in and set up their own principalities.
The Illyrian coast was vital to the interests of the merchant
Republic of Venice – notoriously they manipulated the Fourth
Crusade into seizing Zara. To this day forts, churches and
public buildings stand as reminders that La Serenissima once
dominated this coast. But their supremacy was challenged when
the Ottoman Turks advanced into the area after they conquered
Constantinople in 1453. The merchant city of Dubrovnik played
off the Venetians against the Ottomans, to whom it made a
nominal submission in 1458, but remained independent as the
Republic of Ragusa. The Ragusans managed to play off all the
various powers of the region until they were conquered by the
French in 1806 and subsequently, in 1815, were incorporated
into the Austrian empire. In close-by Bosnia, an Ottoman
province from 1463 to 1878 when it passed to Austria, the

Ottomans established
the cities of Mostar,
famous for its lovely
bridge, and Sarajevo,
notorious for the
assassination which
sparked World War
I. The Principality of
Montenegro (the
Black Mountain)
emerged in the 17th
century because local
clans resented Ottoman rule and drove the Turkish armies from
their mountainous land. Albania, formerly a collection of minor
principalities, was seized by the Turks in the 15th century and
Albanian Muslims were very prominent in the Ottoman Empire
especially as soldiers, until it became independent in 1912.
Modern Durres was Dyrrachium, the western port of the
Via Egnetia which led to Constantinople, and a key link to Italy
especially Bari where our journey ends.
Indeed the fabled region of Illyria is steeped in history!
Travel with John France to Croatia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Albania and Italy
September 22 – October 6, 2017.

Discover the American Southwest
The beauty and mystery of the American Southwest
casts an aura that has proven to be a draw for visitors from
throughout the world. Although I have lived and visited many
places in the world I am always drawn back to
that extraordinary area of the USA. There is
truly something special about that region that
has been a magnet for artists, writers, health
enthusiasts, spiritual seekers, and visitors
who feel the special invitation of something
different.
The Far Horizons trip is so spectacular
that I keep considering taking the trip a
second time. There are so many fabulous
things to express about the entire experience
that it is hard to start! First, working with
Far Horizons is always a joy! Next, Dr. Todd
Bostwick, our tour leader, was not only
extremely knowledgeable, but also well
prepared to answer any questions we posed
– and there were lots of them! The American
Southwest was not a new destination for me
so I will admit that I wondered if I really needed the depth of
a Far Horizons tour since I had been to several of the sites
previously. The short answer is that I learned so much that
I felt like I had never been there before; it was an awe inspiring
and eye opening trip. Chaco Canyon is utterly spectacular,

By Alberta Chulick,
Far Horizons traveler

has so much to see, raises so many questions about the
Puebloan culture and leaves you feeling in reverence to those
who were there so long ago. Once you see the beautiful
architecture and stonework of Chaco Canyon
you will have a new respect for the original
inhabitants. And at Aztec Ruin we entered a
restored Kiva, such an inspirational
experience. Private 4-wheel drive tours into
back country, Canyon de Chelly (always a
favorite of mine), Mesa Verde National Park,
a private tour of the Zuni Mission Church with
the son of the Zuni artist who created the full
Kachina Cycle on the walls of the church,
Acoma Pueblo and so very much more!
With a Far Horizons tour there are
several things you know will happen, first
you will learn a tremendous amount and
you will have a great time doing it. Next,
you will be fed delicious food and lots of it.
Then, you will somehow be challenged
(it’s a good thing); I climbed a ladder that
I previously would have said no way (I am afraid of heights).
This is an unforgettable trip, not to be missed.

Travel with Dr. Todd Bostwick
to the American Southwest
September 2 – 11, 2017.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Far Horizons has been chartering
exceptional yachts,
charming small river boats,
and other exclusive vessels
since 1985. Only the best for
our discerning travelers!

Postcard From

Travel with Bill Cook
By Rhett Campbell, Far Horizons traveler

My wife, Susie, and I took
two tours with Professor William
R. Cook as our scholar/leader
and he is truly fabulous. We
toured the Cathedrals of northern
France and also toured Tuscany,
focusing on art, all with Bill as
guide. Bill can lecture about the
carvings and glasswork on the
Cathedral at Chartres (and most
of the other medieval cathedrals)
for hours at a time without notes.
While in Siena on the Tuscany tour, he
gave us a private visit to the
museum of the Onda Palio, a medieval
horse race fraternity, something almost
no one can do. We even sang Onda
drinking songs while in another club’s
restaurant!! (Although a foreigner, Bill is
a full-fledged Onda member, as he lives
in Siena part of the year.) Bill is extremely
knowledgeable about the medieval
period, especially religious art, and he
loves sharing his excitement and joy of
medieval history with his friends. He is
also a fascinating individual with a

remarkable life story and we never tired of
dinner conversation about all sorts of
subjects. He is virtually a renaissance
man. My wife and I are now regular
contributors to the Bill Cook Foundation
for all its good work. In sum, I cannot say
enough wonderful things about him. He is
truly a remarkable and unique individual
as well as a fabulous tour guide.

Travel with Dr. Cook
to Romania, Armenia and
Georgia, May 28 – June 14, 2017
and Cathedrals of France,
June 1 – 11, 2018
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with Professor Steven L. Tuck,
May 21 – 31, 2017.
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The White Pond of
the Jain Monks
in Southern India
By Daud Ali

Hassan District in lower Karnataka is home to some
of the most spectacularly ornate and strikingly beautiful
Hindu temples constructed during the Middle Ages,
associated with the famous Hoysala dynasty. But tucked
away in a small town, some 50km south of Hassan District
headquarters is a less visited treasure from the Jain religious
tradition. This town, dominated by two high rock hills
between which is a whitewashed tank , giving the town its
name, Sravana Belgola, or ‘The white pond of the monks’,
is home to an ancient tradition of Jain monks and kings that
predates much of the region’s Hindu heritage. Sravana Belgola
is said to have been the first foothold of Jainism in South India,
and a place where Chandragupta Maurya, grandfather of
the famous Buddhist emperor Ashoka, retired after having
converted to Jainism in the fourth century, BC.
Sravana Belgola is particularly sacred for all Jains, but
particularly the “Digambara” or “sky-clad” order of Jain
monks, who wear no clothes and who can be found in
substantial numbers in the Mysore region. They have built
several monasteries on the smaller of the two rock hills, known
as Chandragiri. At the summit of the larger hill, Vindhyagiri,
stands a remarkable 57 foot high statue hewn from a single
stone, of the Jain king and monk Bahubali, son of the first great
enlightened one of the religion. This image, commissioned by a
local general for the merit of his mother at the end of the tenth

century, is one of the largest free standing monolithic statues
in the world, and can be seen from miles around. Every twelve
years the Bahubali colossus is encased in vast scaffolding to
facilitate a ritual bathing in holy water and milk and is so
large that most daily worship is performed to its feet and toes.
The hills of Sravana Belgola are famous for another reason.
Starting as early as the fifth century AD, monks and laymen
from all over India came to these hills to perform the unique
ritual of sallekhana, or fasting to death as an act of purifying
one’s soul from karmic accumulations. These pious acts were
commemorated by inscriptions and reliefs carved into the hills
themselves, indicating the place where the virtuous aspirant
attained liberation at death, and are places of veneration for
Jain and Hindu pilgrims to the site.
Travel to South India
November 4 – 20, 2017 with Professor Ali

JOIN ME IN BELIZE!

The winter of
2016-2017 is already proving to be
one of the coldest and snowiest in recent
years and it is times like these that make
me think (and dream) of the tropics, and
remind me of how I was first introduced
to the ancient Maya. When I was five
years old and living in the frozen tundra
of Manitoba, my father was working on
an outside construction job in the middle
of another particularly frigid winter. My
dad’s friend, whose wife had previously
worked as a school teacher in Belize,
told my dad that there were places in
the world that didn’t have winter. My dad

didn’t need much convincing and within
a year he drove our entire family down
to Belize. The trip through Mexico
was, as you can imagine, quite the
adventure since none of us spoke a word
of Spanish. While the culture shock might
have scared others away, I found the trip
utterly fascinating and my enthusiasm for
Latin America and its history began with
a bang. While I fell in love with Mexico,
I found my second home in Belize. In the
intervening years I have managed to
travel around the world but no country
has ever impacted me more than tiny
Belize. For such a small country it has
an amazing diversity of peoples and
landscapes, from the coral reefs of the
Caribbean Sea to the Maya Mountains
and the savannas of the north. Creole,
Garifuna, Mestizo, Chinese, Lebanese,
three Maya groups, and even my own
distant relatives, the Mennonites, call this

By Dr. Stanley Guenter

small country home and have contributed
to the modern Belizean nation. And
archaeological discoveries in this
country, rich with ancient remains, have
demonstrated that cultural diversity is
not a recent development. Distinctive
cultures arose in southern and northern
Belize, as well as along the upper Belize
River area, where I have been working
for many years with a team at the site
of Cahal Pech. New findings at the
nearby site of Xunantunich have helped
elucidate its relationship to the great
superpowers of the Classic Maya world,
including the powerful but enigmatic
Snake Kingdom. Won’t you join me in
Belize, and escape the northern winter?

Travel to Belize
January 6-14, 2018
with Dr. Guenter
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FAR HORIZONS SCHEDULE AND BROCHURE REQUEST FORM

Below you will find a list of our upcoming tours. Which destinations are tempting you? Print the form, check the tours that
interest you and return to our office by email, mail or fax. We also enjoy talking with you so give us a call at 1-800-552-4575!!
			Far Horizons Archaeological & Cultural Trips
			
P.O. Box 2546, San Anselmo, CA 94979
			
Email: journey@farhorizons.com, Fax: 1-415-482-8495

Europe & Turkey

Rome and Southern Italy with Professor Steven Tuck
May 21 – 31, 2017
Glorious Greece with Professor Jennifer Tobin
May 27 – June 10, 2017
Romania, Armenia & Georgia with Professor Bill Cook
May 28 – June 14, 2017
In the Path of the Etruscans: From Rome to Florence with Professor Steven Tuck
June 1 – 12, 2017
The Archaeology of Ireland with Dr. Enda O’Flaherty
June 16 – July 1, 2017
Egypt and Rome in England with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
June 23 – July 1, 2017
The Riches of Scotland with Dr. Brian Buchanan
July 29 – August 13, 2017
An Archaeological Pub Crawl of England with Dr. James Bruhn
August 6 – 18, 2017
The Dodecanese Isles of Greece by Private Yacht with Professor John France
August 26 – September 7, 2017
Sicily: Art & Archaeology with Professor Emma Blake
September 5 – 19, 2017
Bulgaria: Land of History with Dr. Emil Nankov
September 8 – 25, 2017
Turkish Treasures with Dr. Charles Stewart
September 9 – 24, 2017
Spain and Morocco in the Middle Ages: In the Path of Islam with Professor Robin Vose
September 23 – October 8, 2017
Museums of Four Cities: Berlin, Paris, London & Cambridge with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
September 30 – October 8, 2017
Croatia: Fabled Illyria and the Adriatic Coast with Professor John France
September 22 – October 6, 2017
Cyprus, Rhodes and Malta: In the Path of the Crusader Knights with Professor John France
April 22 – May 6, 2018
Egypt in Italy with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
May 13 – 23, 2018
An Exploration of Wales and England with Dr. James Bruhn
June 1 – 15, 2018
Georgia and Armenia with Professor John France
August 11 – 26, 2018
Cathedrals of France with Professor Bill Cook
June 1 – 11, 2018

Egypt & Africa

Ethiopia: The Wonders of the Horn of Africa with Dr. Luisa Sernicola
September 23 – October 7, 2017
The Majesty of Egypt with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
November 4 – 17, 2017
Sudan: An Exploration of the Ancient Kush with Dr. Kathryn Howley
January 21 – February 3, 2018
Undiscovered Egypt with Professor Bob Brier and Art Historian Patricia Remler
March 3 – 16, 2018

Oceania

Chile and Easter Island’s Tapati Festival with Dr. Sidsel Millerström
January 29 – February 9, 2018
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FAR HORIZONS SCHEDULE AND BROCHURE REQUEST FORM

The Middle East & Arabia

Iran: Empires of Everlasting Fire with Professor Jennifer Rose
April 12 – 28, 2018
The Grandeur of Petra, The Splendors of Jordan with Professor Gary Rollefson
April 7 – 20, 2018

India, Asia and China

Sri Lanka: Resplendent Land with Dr. David Eckel
July 29 – August 15, 2017
China: Along the Silk Road with Professor David Brophy
October 10 – 26, 2017
South India: Temples and Traditions with Professor Daud Ali
November 4 – 20, 2017
Burma (Myanmar) with Dr. Bryce Beemer
January 3 – 17, 2018
Angkor Wat and Laos with Dr. Damian Evans
January 6 – 22, 2018
India: Gujarat and Rajasthan with Professor Jennifer Rose
February 3 – 19, 2018
Central Asia: Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan with Professor Johan Elverskog
April 18 – May 5, 2018

The Americas

Bolivia with Dr. Andrew Roddick
May 5 – 21, 2017
Central Mexico: The Toltec Heritage with Dr. Stanley Guenter
June 2 – 12, 2017
Peru: Inkas & Their Ancestors with Professor Clark Erickson
June 9 – 24, 2017
American Southwest with Dr. Todd Bostwick
September 2 – 11, 2017
Guatemala’s Enduring Maya with Dr. Stanley Guenter
October 21 – November 2, 2017
Christmas in Oaxaca, Mexico with Dr. Stanley Guenter
December 20 – 28, 2017
Belize with Dr. Stanley Guenter
January 6 – 14, 2018
Capital Cities of the Ancient Maya with Dr. Stanley Guenter
February 4 – 16, 2018
Mexico’s Yucatan: Off the Beaten Path with Dr. Stanley Guenter
February 18 – 27, 2018
In the Path of the Snake Kingdom: El Mirador, La Corona, Holmul with Professor Marcello Canuto
April 21 – 26, 2018

Our mission is to design unique itineraries to new destinations led by renowned scholars. This combined with our 85% return rate
means that many of our tours fill quickly. The best way to remain updated is through Far Horizons email newsflashes.
Please return both sides of this form by one of the following methods:
Email: journey@farhorizons.com
Mail: Far Horizons Archaeological & Cultural Trips
P.O. Box 2546, San Anselmo, CA 94979

Call: 800-552-4575 or 415-482-8400
Fax: 415-482-8495

Name
Mailing address
Email address

Phone

Please note that we respect your privacy and do not share or sell our mailing list to any other company or organization.

(800) 552-4575 • (415) 482-8400 • fax (415) 482-8495 • www.farhorizons.com • email: journey@farhorizons.com

We Love a Good
Celebration!
La Noche de los Rabinos, or The Night of the Radishes,
is one of the most unusual festivals in the world. No one
knows why it was started, but every year for more than
one hundred years, on December 23rd, the lowly radish is
promoted to center stage. In the zócalo, or central square of
Oaxaca City, talented artists present this humble root that
now has been carved into whimsical depictions of saints,
nativity scenes, mythological animals, and symbols of ancient civilizations. The most creative displays receive prizes.
But the Christmas festivities in Oaxaca don’t stop there!
On December 24th, parades of floats advance through the
streets along with booming brass bands accompanied by
muñecos, huge, colorful, dancing puppets propelled by the
humans inside. For ten days prior to Christmas Eve, nightly
processions, or Las Posadas, can be viewed that are the
re-enactments of the quest for shelter by Mary and Joseph.
And on December 25th, the fiestas culminate with more
fireworks, music, dancing.
Oaxaca as a destination offers even more than these
captivating festivities. Witness the impressive remnants left
by former civilizations, creative artisans, gorgeous colonial

Postcard From

Travel with Dr. Guenter
on Christmas in Oaxaca,
December 20 – 28, 2017
architecture, and stunning churches. And the food! Oaxaca
is noted for its distinctive, delicious cuisine packed full of
vibrant flavors (including its world-famous mole and chocolate). Won’t you join Dr. Stanley Guenter over this joyous,
fun-filled season and experience all that Oaxaca has to offer?
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Travel on Sudan: An Exploration
of Ancient Kush with Dr. Kathryn Howley
January 21 – February 3, 2018
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Central Asia: Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, and Tajikistan
By Professor Johan Elverskog

In 1904 the diplomat and scholar Halford MacKinder
proposed the Heartland Theory, which asserted that if any
power wanted to control the “World Island” (Africa, Asia, and
Europe), it would need to control Central Asia. While this idea
was proclaimed at the height of the Great Game, when the
British and Russian Empires were vying for global dominance,
it is no doubt still relevant today. Indeed, many academics and
politicians now claim that there is a “New Great Game.” Thus
while America is involved in its longest ever war in the region,
China has recently initiated a 100 billion dollar infrastructure
project – the One Belt, One Road initiative – that aims to tie
together Asia and Europe by building roads, railways,
pipelines, and telecommunication networks throughout
Central Asia. In short, Central Asia matters. Yet historically
Central Asia has not simply been a pawn in the grand strategy
of others. Rather, on account of its location in the center of Eurasia it has been a driving force in world history.
Won’t you join me in 2018 to explore not only three of
the fascinating and important nation-states of contemporary
Central Asia, but also to learn about the multiple layers of its
glorious past? Such as the ancient city of Merv and its
connections with the Persian empire, as well as the cities of
Samarkand and Bukhara that were the main entrepots of the
fabled Silk Road during the first millennium. In fact, it was
precisely on account of this centrality in the world of trade and

the wealth that it produced
that enabled Central Asia to
eventually become the center
of Eurasia’s intellectual life.
Its universities were the
Harvard and Princeton of the
medieval period, fostering
what Frederick Starr has called
the “Lost Enlightenment,”
which changed forever the
intellectual history of the world. In turn, these developments
in the sciences – covering everything from math to optics and
astronomy to zoology – laid the groundwork for the cultural
florescence that blossomed in the early modern period. This
fact is well evidenced in the iconic architecture of the Timurid
period and the development of mystical Sufi Islam, which were
to change the Islamic world from Indonesia to Morocco during
the coming centuries.
Travel to Central Asia enables us to learn not only about its
glorious past and its resonances in the present, but it also makes
us appreciate its importance for both the present and future.
Travel with Dr. Elverskog
to Central Asia April 18 – March 5, 2018

Custom Itineraries
Interested in traveling with your family members or friends on a once-in-a-lifetime
journey? Look no further! Here are experiences that we can create for you at almost
any time with a minimum of four people, and with a PhD scholar-guide.

HADRIAN’S WALL — Put on your

hiking boots and walk 40 miles in eight
days through breathtaking scenery to
traverse this stunning fortification.
Explore Roman towns, forts, and military
museums, along with a private tour of
Vindolanda by the archaeologists
working there.

THE RICHES OF SCOTLAND —

Circle from Edinburgh north to the
Orkneys and back again. Along the way
see historic and archaeological sites that
few visitors manage to find, including a
private tour of the Ness of Brodgar by
the director of excavations.

THROUGH THE GLASS
DARKLY: AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL
PUB CRAWL OF ENGLAND —
Travel from Newcastle in the northeast
to Stonehenge and Salisbury in the
southwest with meals and overnights
in traditional pubs and inns.

IRELAND — Journey around the

Emerald Isle to explore megalithic
passage tombs, cairns and stone circles
as well as castles, churches and abbeys
including both of Ireland’s UNESCO
World Heritage Sites: Skellig Michael
and Brú Na Bóinne.

SNAKE KINGDOM
(GUATEMALA) — Fly by chartered
helicopter to the Maya sites of
La Corona and El Mirador, and by
4-wheel drive to Holmul, with a private
tour to view the recently found
spectacular stucco façade. (NOTE: a
minimum of five people is needed for
this journey.)

GREEK ISLES
BY PRIVATE YACHT — Spend

nine days sailing through Samos,
Pátmos, Kalymnos, Kos, Nisyros, Tilos,
Symi, with three full days on the island of
Rhodes…on your own chartered yacht!
(NOTE: a minimum of six people is
needed for this journey.)

Gather your little group and let us put together an unforgettable trip for you!
(800) 552-4575 • (415) 482-8400 • fax (415) 482-8495 • www.farhorizons.com • email: journey@farhorizons.com

